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SMARTCRAWLER: A TWO-STAGE CRAWLER FOR 

Efficiently Harvesting Deep-Web 

 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

As deep web grows at a very fast pace, there 

has been increased interest in techniques 

that help efficiently locate deep-web 

interfaces. However, due to the large volume 

of web resources and the dynamic nature of 

deep web, achieving wide coverage and high 

efficiency is a challenging issue. We propose 

a two-stage framework, namely 

SmartCrawler, for efficient harvesting deep 

web interfaces. In the first stage, 

SmartCrawler performs site-based 

searching for center pages with the help of 

search engines, avoiding visiting a large 

number of pages. To achieve more accurate 

results for a focused crawl, SmartCrawler 

ranks websites to prioritize highly relevant 

ones for a given topic. In the second stage, 

SmartCrawler achieves fast in-site 

searching by excavating most relevant links 

with an adaptive link-ranking. To eliminate 

bias on visiting some highly relevant links in 

hidden web directories, we design a link tree 

data structure to achieve wider coverage for 

a website. Our experimental results on a set 

of representative domains show the agility 

and accuracy of our proposed crawler 

framework, which efficiently retrieves deep-

web interfaces from large-scale sites and 

achieves higher harvest rates than other 

crawlers. In the study propose an adaptive 

classifying algorithm that combines the pre-

query and post-query through online and 

automatically classifies the form such that 

the more relevant and accurate data can be 

located with high rate. During the 

amalgamating stage relevant links are 

prioritized and classified finally relevant 

data can be extracted. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

The deep (or hidden) web refers to the 

contents lie behind searchable web 

interfaces that cannot be indexed by 

searching engines. Based on extrapolations 

from a study done at University of 

California, Berkeley, it is estimated that the 

deep web contains approximately 91,850 

terabytes and the surface web is only about 

167 terabytes in 2003. More recent studies 

estimated that 1.9 zettabytes were reached 

and 0.3 zettabytes were consumed 

worldwide in 2007. An IDC report estimates 

that the total of all digital data created, 

replicated, and consumed will reach 6 

zettabytes in 2014. A significant portion of 

this huge amount of data is estimated to be 

stored as structured or relational data in web 

databases — deep web makes up about 96% 

of all the content on the Internet, which is 

500-550 times larger than the surface web. 

These data contain a vast amount of 

valuable information and entities such as 

Infomine, Clusty, BooksInPrint may be 

interested in building an index of the deep 

web sources in a given domain. Because 

these entities cannot access the proprietary 

web indices of search engines (e.g., Google 

and Baidu), there is a need for an efficient 

crawler that is able to accurately and quickly 

explore the deep web databases. It is 

challenging to locate the deep web 

databases, because they are not registered 

with any search engines, are usually sparsely 

distributed, and keep constantly changing. 

To address this problem, previous work has 

proposed two types of crawlers, generic 

crawlers and focused crawlers. Generic 

crawlers, fetch all searchable forms and 

cannot focus on a specific topic. Focused 

crawlers such as Form-Focused Crawler 

(FFC) and Adaptive Crawler for Hidden-

web Entries (ACHE) can automatically 

search online databases on a specific topic. 

FFC is designed with link, page, and form 

classifiers for focused crawling of web 

forms, and is extended by ACHE with 

additional components for form filtering and 

adaptive link learner. The link classifiers in 

these crawlers play a pivotal role in 

achieving higher crawling efficiency than 

the best-first crawler.  

However, these link classifiers are used to 

predict the distance to the page containing 

searchable forms, which is difficult to 

estimate, especially for the delayed benefit 

links (links eventually lead to pages with 

forms). As a result, the crawler can be 

inefficiently led to pages without targeted 

forms. Besides efficiency, quality and 
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coverage on relevant deep web sources are 

also challenging. Crawler must produce a 

large quantity of high-quality results from 

the most relevant content sources. For 

assessing source quality, SourceRank ranks 

the results from the selected sources by 

computing the agreement between them. 

When selecting a relevant subset from the 

available content sources, FFC and ACHE 

prioritize links that bring immediate return 

(links directly point to pages con- But the set 

of retrieved forms is very heterogeneous. 

For example, from a set of representative 

domains, on average only 16% of forms 

retrieved by FFC are relevant. Furthermore, 

little work has been done on the source 

selection problem when crawling more 

content sources. Thus it is crucial to develop 

smart crawling strategies that are able to 

quickly discover relevant content sources 

from the deep web as much as possible.  

 

In this paper, we propose an effective deep 

web harvesting framework, namely 

SmartCrawler, for achieving both wide 

coverage and high efficiency for a focused 

crawler. Based on the observation that deep 

websites usually contain a few searchable 

forms and most of them are within a depth 

of three, our crawler is divided into two 

stages: site locating and in-site exploring. 

The site locating stage helps achieve wide 

coverage of sites for a focused crawler, and 

the in-site exploring stage can efficiently 

perform searches for web forms within a 

site.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW: 

To leverage the large volume information 

buried in deep web, previous work has 

proposed a number of techniques and tools, 

including deep web understanding and 

integration, hiddenweb crawlers, and deep 

web samplers. For all these approaches, the 

ability to crawl deep web is a key challenge. 

Olston and Najork systematically present 

that crawling deep web has three steps: 

locating deep web content sources, selecting 

relevant sources and extracting underlying 

content. Following their statement, we 

discuss the two steps closely related to our 

work as below. Locating deep web content 

sources. A recent study shows that the 

harvest rate of deep web is low — only 

647,000 distinct web forms were found by 

sampling 25 million pages from the Google 

index (about 2.5%). Generic crawlers are 

mainly developed for characterizing deep 

web and directory construction of deep web 

resources, that do not limit search on a 
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specific topic, but attempt to fetch all 

searchable forms. The Database Crawler in 

the MetaQuerier is designed for 

automatically discovering query interfaces. 

Database Crawler first finds root pages by 

an IP-based sampling, and then performs 

shallow crawling to crawl pages within a 

web server starting from a given root page. 

The IPbased sampling ignores the fact that 

one IP address may have several virtual 

hosts, thus missing many websites. To 

overcome the drawback of IPbased sampling 

in the Database Crawler. 

Denis et al. propose a stratified random 

sampling of hosts to characterize national 

deep web, using the Hostgraph provided by 

the Russian search engine Yandex. I-

Crawler combines pre-query and post-query 

approaches for classification of searchable 

forms. Selecting relevant sources. Existing 

hidden web directories usually have low 

coverage for relevant online databases, 

which limits their ability in satisfying data 

access needs. Focused crawler is developed 

to visit links to pages of interest and avoid 

links to off-topic regions. Soumen et al. 

describe a best-first focused crawler, which 

uses a page classifier to guide the search.  

The classifier learns to classify pages as 

topic-relevant or not and gives priority to 

links in topic relevant pages. However, a 

focused best-first crawler harvests only 94 

movie search forms after crawling 100,000 

movie related pages. An improvement to the 

best-first crawler is proposed, where instead 

of following all links in relevant pages, the 

crawler used an additional classifier, the 

apprentice, to select the most promising 

links in a relevant page. The baseline 

classifier gives its choice as feedback so that 

the apprentice can learn the features of good 

links and prioritize links in the frontier. The 

FFC and ACHE are focused crawlers used 

for searching classifiers: a page classifier 

that scores the relevance of retrieved pages 

with a specific topic, a link classifier that 

prioritizes the links that may lead to pages 

with searchable forms, and a form classifier 

that filters out non-searchable forms. ACHE 

improves FFC with an adaptive link learner 

and automatic feature selection. SourceRank 

assesses the relevance of deep web sources 

during retrieval. Based on an agreement 

graph, SourceRank calculates the stationary 

visit probability 

of a random walk to rank results. Different 

from the crawling techniques and tools 

mentioned above, SmartCrawler is a 

domain-specific crawler for locating 

relevant deep web content sources. 
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SmartCrawler targets at deep web interfaces 

and employs a two-stage design, which not 

only classifies sites in the first stage to filter 

out irrelevant websites, but also categorizes 

searchable forms in the second stage. 

Instead of simply classifying links as 

relevant or not, SmartCrawler first ranks 

sites and then prioritizes links within a site 

with another ranker. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT: 

 The existing system is a manual or 

semi automated system, i.e. The Textile 

Management System is the system that can 

directly sent to the shop and will purchase 

clothes whatever you wanted. The users are 

purchase dresses for festivals or by their 

need. They can spend time to purchase this 

by their choice like color, size, and designs, 

rate and so on. They But now in the world 

everyone is busy. They don’t need time to 

spend for this. Because they can spend 

whole the day to purchase for their whole 

family. So we proposed the new system for 

web crawling. 1. Consuming large amount 

of data’s. 2. Time wasting while crawl in the 

web. 

RESEARCH METHOD: 

We propose a two-stage framework, namely 

SmartCrawler, for efficient harvesting deep 

web interfaces. In the first stage, 

SmartCrawler performs site-based searching 

for center pages with the help of search 

engines, avoiding visiting a large number of 

pages. To achieve more accurate results for 

a focused crawl, SmartCrawler ranks 

websites to prioritize highly relevant ones 

for a given topic. In the second stage, 

SmartCrawler achieves fast in-site searching 

by excavating most relevant links with an 

adaptive link-ranking. To eliminate bias on 

visiting some highly relevant links in hidden 

web directories, we design a link tree data 

structure to achieve wider coverage for a 

website. Our experimental results on a set of 

representative domains show the agility and 

accuracy of our proposed crawler 

framework, which efficiently retrieves deep-

web interfaces from large-scale sites and 

achieves higher harvest rates than other 

crawlers. propose an effective harvesting 

framework for deep-web interfaces, namely 

Smart-Crawler. We have shown that our 

approach achieves both wide coverage for 

deep web interfaces and maintains highly 

efficient crawling. SmartCrawler is a 

focused crawler consisting of two stages: 

efficient site locating and balanced in-site 

exploring. SmartCrawler performs site-

based locating by reversely searching the 

known deep web sites for center pages, 
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which can effectively find many data 

sources for sparse domains. By ranking 

collected sites and by focusing the crawling 

on a topic, SmartCrawler achieves more 

accurate results. 

MODULE DESCRIPTION: 

Two-stage crawler. 

It is challenging to locate the deep web 

databases, because they are not registered 

with any search engines, are usually sparsely 

distributed, and keep constantly changing. 

To address this problem, previous work has 

proposed two types of crawlers, generic 

crawlers and focused crawlers. Generic 

crawlers fetch all searchable forms and 

cannot focus on a specific topic. Focused 

crawlers such as Form-Focused Crawler 

(FFC) and Adaptive Crawler for Hidden-

web Entries (ACHE) can automatically 

search online databases on a specific topic. 

FFC is designed with link, page, and form 

classifiers for focused crawling of web 

forms, and is extended by ACHE with 

additional components for form filtering and 

adaptive link learner. The link classifiers in 

these crawlers play a pivotal role in 

achieving higher crawling efficiency than 

the best-first crawler However, these link 

classifiers are used to predict the distance to 

the page containing searchable forms, which 

is difficult to estimate, especially for the 

delayed benefit links (links eventually lead 

to pages with forms). As a result, the crawler 

can be in efficiently led to pages without 

targeted forms.  

Site Ranker: 

When combined with above stop-early 

policy. We solve this problem by 

prioritizing highly relevant links with link 

ranking. However, link ranking may 

introduce bias for highly relevant links in 

certain directories. Our solution is to build a 

link tree for a balanced link prioritizing 

.Figure 2 illustrates an example of a link tree 

constructed from the homepage of 

http://www.abebooks.com. Internal nodes of 

the tree represent directory paths. In this 

example, servlet directory is for dynamic 

request; books directory is for displaying 

different catalogs of books; and docs 

directory is for showing help information. 

Generally each directory usually represents 

one type of files on web servers and it is 

advantageous to visit links in different 

directories. For links that only differ in the 

query string part, we consider them as the 

same URL. Because links are often 

distributed unevenly in server directories, 

prioritizing links by the relevance an 

potentially bias toward some directories. For 
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instance, the links under books might be 

assigned a high priority, because “book” is 

an important feature word in the URL. 

Together with the fact that most links appear 

in the books directory, it is quite possible 

that links in other directories will not be 

chosen due to low relevance score. As a 

result, the crawler may miss searchable 

forms in those directories. 

Adaptive learning 

Adaptive learning algorithm that performs 

online feature selection and uses these 

features to automatically construct link 

rankers. In the site locating stage, high 

relevant sites are prioritized and the 

crawling is focused on atopic using the 

contents of the root page of sites, achieving 

more accurate results. During the in site 

exploring stage, relevant links are prioritized 

for fast in-site searching. We have 

performed an extensive performance 

evaluation of SmartCrawler over real web 

data in 1representativedomains and 

compared with ACHE  and a site-based 

crawler. Our evaluation shows that our 

crawling framework is very effective, 

achieving substantially higher harvest rates 

than the state-of-the-art ACHE crawler. The 

results also show the effectiveness of the 

reverse searching and adaptive learning. 

Two-Stage Architecture 

 

Figure 1: System architecture 
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PROPOSED WORK:

 

Figure 2: The three stage architecture of elegant backscratcher. 

In the study propose an adaptive classifying 

algorithm that combines the pre-query and 

post-query through online and automatically 

classifies the form such that the more 

relevant and accurate data can be located 

with high rate. During the amalgamating 

stage relevant links are prioritized and 

classified finally relevant data can be 

extracted. To efficiently and effectively 

discover deep web data sources, Elegant 

Back scratcher is designed with three stage 

architecture. Site locating, in-site exploring 

and combining and classifying. The first site 

locating stage finds the most relevant site for 

a given topic. The second in-site exploring 

stage uncovers searchable forms from the 

site. And then the third combining and 

classifying stage combines the pre-query 
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and post-query through online and classifies 

the form with more relevant and accurate 

data can be located with higher rate. 

 

Specifically, the site locating stage starts 

with a seed set of sites in a site database. 

Seeds sites are candidate sites given for 

Elegant Backscratcher to start groveling, 

which begins by following URLs from 

chosen seed sites to explore other pages and 

other domains. When the number of 

unvisited URLs in the database is less than a 

threshold during the crawling process, 

Elegant Backscratcher performs “reverse 

searching” of known deep web sites for 

center pages (highly ranked pages that have 

many links to other domains) and feeds 

these pages back to the site database. 

Algorithm 1: Reverse searching for more 

sites.  

Input: seed sites and harvested deep websites  

Output: relevant sites 

Site Frontier fetches homepage URLs from the 

site databases, which are ranked by Site 

Ranker to prioritize highly relevant sites. The 

Site Ranker is improved during crawling by an 

Adaptive Site Learner, which adaptively 

learns from features of deep-web sites (web 

sites containing one or more searchable forms) 

found. To achieve more accurate results for a 

focused crawl, Site Classifier categorizes 

URLs into relevant or irrelevant for a given 

topic according to the homepage content. 

Algorithm 2: Incremental Site Prioritizing.  

Input: Site Frontier  

Output: searchable forms and out-of-site links 

A popular technique is used here to combine 

classifiers is to compose them in an ensemble. 

A set of base classifiers is constructed, and 

classification of new examples is decided by 

combining individual decisions from the base 

classifiers. In contrast, HIFI partitions the 

feature space and applies different classifiers 

to the different partitions in a sequence. The 

domain-independent GFC first performs a 

coarse classification and prunes a large 

number of irrelevant (non-searchable) forms. 

The DSFC then works on the smaller set of 

searchable forms and identifies among them 

the relevant forms.  
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The hierarchical composition of classifiers 

leads to modularity: a complex problem is 

decomposed into simpler subcomponents and 

a monolithic classifier is replaced by a 

hierarchy of classifiers, each dedicated to a 

subset of the hypothesis. This has several 

benefits. First and foremost, because the 

learning task of the DSFC is simplified, the 

overall classification process is more accurate 

and robust. The DSFC need not consider 

hypotheses that deal with the high variability 

present in non-searchable forms, and this 

simpler hypothesis set leads to improved 

classification accuracy. 

Algorithm 3: Classifying algorithm.  

Input: Combined pre-query and post-query 

web forms.  

Output: Classified pages. 

Another important benefit of the hierarchical 

composition of classifiers is that we can apply 

to each partition a learning technique that is 

best suited for the feature set of the partition: 

decision trees lead to the lowest error rates 

when applied to structural features of forms, 

whereas for the textual contents, SVMs are the 

most effective. 

By Implementation of Modules are given 

below: 

1. User 

2. Admin 

 

1. User 

In this module first user has to register for 

authentication. After register completed 

user‘ll be login with given username and 

password. 

Search Keyword 

In this module is user has search by 

existing keywords are like C, Linux… 

when enter the keyword its showing the 

content related keyword with hyperlinks. 

And again click on hyperlink its showing 

the content related sub-keyword. 

Ranking 

In this module showing the rank wise with 

keywords, no. of views and rating. 

 

2. Admin 

Upload Files 

In this modules file name, file id, date, key 

points and upload the file and submit the 

details. 
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Update 

Here update the link and key points like 

links in the existing upload files. 

Graph View 

In this graph view ll see the no of counts of 

keyword and keyword names. 

User Details 

In this admin can see the details of users like 

user id, username and mail id. 

ALGORITHM USED:- 

1. Reverse searching: 

The main aim is to exploit existing search 

engines, such as Google, to help in finding 

center pages of unsearched sites. This is 

done because search engines like Google 

rank the WebPages of a site. This page will 

tend to have high ranking values. This 

algorithm discuss about the reverse 

searching. In that web page it will be 

pointing to the Google home page. And Also 

In this system, the final page from the search 

engine is first parsed and go to the extract 

the links. Then that page will be downloaded 

and doing analyztation to decide whether the 

links are related it is related. If the no. of 

seed sites or fetched to the wide web sites in 

the page is greater than a user defined 

threshold. Finally, we will get the output. In 

this way, we keep Site Frontier with enough 

sites. 

2. Incremental site prioritizing: 

To resume the crawling process and 

achieving large coverage on websites, for 

that the incremental site prioritizing strategy 

is proposed. This concept is to record the 

learned patterns from deep web sites and 

forming paths for incremental crawling. 

Firstly we will discuss on the prior 

knowledge is used for initialize Site Ranker 

and Link Ranker. Then, unsearched sites are 

denoting to the Site Frontier and are 

prioritized by the Site Ranker, and searched 

sites are added to combine the site list. And 

the detailed incremental site prioritizing 

process is described in Algorithm, when 

smart crawler follows the out of site links of 

related sites. To currently classify the out of 

site links, The Site Frontier utilizes two 

queues to save unsearched sites. The large 

priority queue is for out of site links that are 

classified by the relevant Site Classifier and 

they will be judged by Form Classifier to 

contain searchable forms. The lowest 

priority queue is for out of site links that will 

be only judged by a relevant Site Classifier. 

The lowest priority queue is using to supply 

more candidate sites. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have a tendency to propose 

a good gather framework for deep-web 
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interfaces, specifically Smart-Crawler. 

We've shown that our approach achieves 

each wide coverage for deep net interfaces 

and maintains extremely economical 

locomotion. SmartCrawler may be a 

centered crawler consisting of 2 stages: 

economical website locating and balanced 

in-site exploring. SmartCrawler functions 

site-based locating by reversely looking out 

the well-known deep websites for center 

pages, which may effectively notice several 

information sources for distributed domains. 

By ranking collected sites and by focusing 

the locomotion on a subject, SmartCrawler 

achieves a lot of correct results. The in-site 

exploring stage uses adaptational link-

ranking to go looking among a site; and that 

we style a link tree for eliminating bias 

toward sure lists of a web site for broad 

coverage of web lists. Our experimental 

results on a representative set of domains 

show the performance of the projected two-

stage crawler, that achieves higher harvest 

rates than alternative crawlers. In future 

work, we have a tendency to conceive to 

mix pre-query and post-query approaches 

for classifying deepweb forms to additional 

improve the accuracy of the shape classifier. 
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